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1 Overview 
 
1.1 Aim 
 
ELEMENT4SOLUTION™ (E4S) is a Java™ based class library for developing web 
applications that are intended to run in an ASP1 mode. The focus is to provide a library and 
some more functionality to be used as foundation for own applications in the environment of 
interactive web applications. 
 

• Faster development of applications 
• Minimize all error possibilities as much as possible (  3.2.2) 
• High performance and reliability (no middleware required) 
• Independence of Database-and Operatingsystem  

 
See some application examples in chapter  9 
 
 
1.2 Target Audience 
 
E4S is useful to small or midsize organized software development teams who need either a 
quick start into web application development or have budget or time pressure in their 
development.  
 
Java knowledge, basic database design skills, basic HTML knowledge as well as 
understanding of Client/Server architectures is required. As long as the path of ideas and 
concepts of E4S is followed, E4S possible will reduce and save development time to focus on 
the main topics of your application.  
 
 
1.3 Topics Addressed 
 
User Interface / HTML  Database I/O  Servlet Environment 
• Support all common HTML 

tags for output (such as 
<BODY>, <TABLE>, 
<FORM>, …) to enable the 
building of a suitable user 
interface. 

• Support common used 
elements such as sorted 
tables, trees, menus for faster 
application building. 

• Include CSS editing 
mechanism to enable layout 
of your application. 

• Include Java Script designs 
 

 • JDBC compatibility and 
database independence 

• Transparent database types 
for the Java application (e.g. 
an article-number has a clear 
meaning, it is more than a 
String or int datatype and it is 
known to the database and 
the application). 

• Generated data access 
objects representing the data 
structures 

• Automatic client distinction to 
enable ASP solutions 

• Dynamic database model 
 

 • Act as a layer between the 
web application server without 
the requirement of a 
middleware layer 

• Build a skeletton for 
applications to enable 
modular and OO software 
design but avoid side effects. 

• Support important servlet 
functionality for the 
application layer 

• Performance statistics 
 

 
Application Template  Localization  Utility 
Ready to use userinterfaces for:  
• Client editing 
• Login procedures 
• Company and User editing 
• Permission editing 
 

 Integrated support for localization 
of applications (including online 
editing of translations for the user 
interface) 
 

 Includes useful utility functionality 
such as eMail support, debug  & 
trace support, permissions, … 
 

                                                      
1 In this document, ASP stands for Application Service Providing  
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1.4 Functionality Overview 
 
 

Topic Description 
Servlet Calls 

 4.2 
E4S maps CGI/servlet calls to Java functions. Each function in the 
application can stand for an user interaction and will be referenced 
at runtime throught an alias code. 

HTML 
 2.1 

Most HTML tags, such as <BODY>, <TABLE>, <TR>, <TD> are 
encapsulated in Java classes including their different behaviours 
and parameters. The idea is to combine those classes. You also 
can assign layout elements to those classes, or you can leave this 
open and instead assign CSS class names to each HTML element. 

Extended Elements 
2.3 

There are more complex elements, but they can be used and in 
some cases nested like normal HTML tags.  
For example: 

• Tables, that provide sorting capabilities (  2.3.1) 
• Database retrieval and editing (  2.3.2) 
• Datatypes, Input Forms and Pickup (  2.4) 
• Tree handling (  2.3.3) 
• Menu handling (  2.3.4) 
• Messages and Error Handling (  2.5) 

CSS 
 2.6 

The CSS definitions are stored in .css files to be used within your 
application. During runtime, you can turn on the editing of the CSS 
elements which means, that all styles and classes on the current 
page or in the current frame are collected and online interactive 
editing will be provided. We believe, that it is important to split up 
the core software development and the layout definition, but many 
web designers get scared about editing CSS elements, therefore 
E4S provides this interactive capabilities. 

Translations 
 0 

You develop your application in one language, e.g. english 
language, and the E4S framework collects all Strings for you that 
are translation dependent (e.g. the label for an input field, menu 
items, titles, ..) and stores them in a database plus providing just in 
time online editing capabilities. 

JDBC 
 3.1 

E4S is built on the JDBC standard, which gives you independence 
from the RDBMS selected. 

Data Dictionary 
 3.2 

Overlay to the current DBMS Data Dictionary to define tables, that 
also include client (mandant) distinction, generate Java classes for 
DBMS access.  

• Datatype definitions (  3.2.2) 
• Table definitions (  3.2.3) 

Ready to use 
functionality 

 5 

As we expect, that those functionality is required in most web 
projects, you can use complete read out of the box modules for 
those topics: 

• Client handling (adding, editing, copy) 
• Company and related User handling (this are your clients in 

an ASP model) 
• Login and authentification procedure 
• Permission definition 
• Translation editing 

Permissions 
 7.1 

E4S enables the definition of permissions, provides assignment to 
users and easy to use permission checks within your application. 

Defined Values 
 7.2 

You can store values in the system properties, client (mandant) 
dependent or user dependent. For all those kind of values there are 
online editing capabilities provided. 
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Topic Description 
Tutorial 

 8 
E4S is shipped including a tutorial. 

Documentation 
 8.2 

Documentation is available in the javadoc standard. 

Environment 
 4.1 

E4S requires Apache Tomcat. A JDBC compatible database 
including a JDBC driver is required. There is no need for additional 
middleware. 
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2 User Interface / HTML 
 

2.1 HTML 
 

2.1.1 Principles 
 
The e4s.html package contains several basic HTML tags (such as <B>, <BODY>, 
<CENTER>, ..) which can be assembled one into the other to build up the main HTML output. 
It also contains elements which are not HTML standard and extending the functionality (  
2.3) by providing more functionality, such as Trees, Menus, .. 

 
 

This might be an example for an output 
you want to create: 

 
 

The HTML content to be created 
should look like: 

<HTML> 
 <TITLE>ELEMENT4SOLUTION Example</TITLE> 
 <BODY> 
  <TABLE BORDER=1> 
   <TR><TD>Hello</TD></TR> 
   <TR><TD>World</TD></TR> 
  </TABLE> 
 </BODY> 
</HTML> 
   

The program code to do this output 
looks like:  
 
The classes provided in this package 
can be nested, to create an instance of 
an class within another class, this class 
provides a function using the name of 
the class to be instanciated. 
 

// E4S sample program 
public void HelloWorld( HTML html ) 
{ 
   html.setTitle("ELEMENT4SOLUTION Example");  
 
   TABLE table = html.BODY().TABLE(); 
   table.setBorder(); 
 
   table.TR().TD().print("Hello"); 
   table.TR().TD().print("World"); 
} 
   

The structure of the nested objects 
looks like: 

 
An example can be found in the tutorial: e4s.tutorial.Example_HelloWorld. 
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2.1.2 Frames 
 
Many functions in E4S (or applications built by E4S) require frames, so E4S support frames 
and in some special cases automatically triggers updates and changes between them as 
there are also some dependencies implemented. 
 
 

2.1.3 Java Script 
 
E4S also integrates, enables and requires some Java Script elements. This also includes 
triggers like onLoad or onClick, depending of the underlaying HTML element. 
 
While elements are rendered, all necessary scripts are collected. So a script is “related near” 
to the object it belongs. 
 
 

2.2 AJAX 
 
E4S supports AJAX. See the package e4s.html.ajax for and the tutorial for more details. 
 
AJAX is a way to reload portions of a web page based on some trigger (timing event or user 
interaction).  
 
 

2.3 Extended Elements 
 
More than just simple HTML. 
 

2.3.1 Tables, that provide sorting capabilities 
 
The sorted list element can hold values structured by 
columns and rows. Each column can be defined to be 
sorted (default), that means that the user can switch at 
runtime between ascending or descending sort criterias. 
Beside the main table labels you can also define header or 
footer rows which are not part of the sorting. 

 
 

2.3.2 Database retrieval and editing 
 
Based on the generated database access classes (  3.2.3) E4S contains functionality for 
displaying and editing contents of database tables, if defined on the table level then client 
distinction will be valid. Includes different AEP’s (  5.1) 
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Display a predefined number of 
database table records in each 
block in the format of a sorted 
list (  2.3.1). Provide previous 
and back buttons to navigate 
throught the listing, enable 
search capabilities and editing. 
 
Several AEP’s (  5.1) allow 
the developer to exit, modify 
something but return to the 
core functionality, e.g. place 
some code before inserting or 
define validation rules. 

Once selected a record for 
modification, it will be displayed 
and editing is possible for the 
single fields. 

  
Layout and some behaviour 
can be defined at runtime, 
depending on the permission 
set. 
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2.3.3 Tree handling  
 

 

The display of a structured tree is also 
some extended HTML element. The nodes 
are encapsulated in classes, and there are 
several possibilities to assign layouts, add 
additional data, control the behaviour of the 
tree a.s.o.  
 
It is possible to modify the contents at 
runtime, e.g. when a user clicks on a node 
then start some database reading process 
and append, change or insert data to the 
tree or to the current node. 
 
The basic treatment of the tree function is 
covered in the E4S framework, so an 
application programmer normally has not to 
worry about opening or closing nodes. 

Layout Examples: 
 

 
 

2.3.4 Menu handling 
 
There are different layouts implemented for the menu, some are based on images. Also a 
vertical menu can be implemented, which is only compatible to Microsoft Internet Explorer™. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

2.4 Input Forms  
 

2.4.1 Basic Inputfields (Datatypes) 
 
The E4S supports classes for datatypes: 
 
e4s.html.input.extended.TEXTFIELD Standard Text input, only one line 
e4s.html.input.extended.TEXTAREA Multi-Line Text input 
e4s.html.input.extended.LONGFIELD Number input field (long) 
e4s.html.input.extended.FLOATFIELD Number input field (float) 
e4s.html.input.extended.DATEFIELD Date input  
e4s.html.input.extended.CHECKBOX Boolean input (checkbox)  
e4s.html.input.extended.SELECT Selection box  
e4s.html.input.extended.HIDDENFIELD A hidden text field  
e4s.html.input.extended.PASSWORDFIELD An input field for a password  
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This classes match with the data dictionary definitions. 
 

2.4.2 Extended Inputfields 
 
e4s.html.input.extended.MULTISTATE 
 
The multistate field can be compared 
with a SELECT input field, but the 
graphical representation is very 
different. An image will be displayed, 
and each time when the user clickes 
on that image, it will be changed to 
next image. Each image has a value, 
the time the user presses the save 
button the value is read and handled 
like a normal CGI variable. Images 
can be defined. 

 
          .. 

 
e4s.html.input.extended.IMAGEFIELD 
 

 

The IMAGEFIELD is treated during input as a normal text input field. 
Instead of displaying the character input box of the TEXTFIELD, the 
image is displayed with two little icons: one for deleting the value 
(setting the image area blank) and one for starting the selection 
mechanism using a server based file selection and pickup 
mechanism. 

 
The pickup is a 
navigation thought the 
directory tree, with the 
possibility to choose 
one file for preview or 
for selection.  
 
If the database table 
beneath the input field 
has client distinction, 
then this is also valid 
for the file selection. 

 
 
e4s.html.input.extended.MultiValue 
 
This is a little bit difficult to 
explain, maybe the best 
explanation would be that it is a 
multi dimensional field and the 
dimensions are selected by an 
additional selection box. So the 
field can hold multiple values at a 
time. Got it? 
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2.4.3 Validation 

 
Using an AEP, validation routines can be assigned to input fields. Validation routines are 
small Java classes within the application or ready to use E4S classes for standard validation. 
 
 

2.4.4 Pickup 
 
Each basic input field can have a pickup function defined. This is typically a function defined 
in the application, that runs in a window opened, does some selection and returns a value the 
original field and closing the window. 
 
A calendar popup (which is provided by default for each DATEFIELD) is such an example. 
 
In the current version, E4S provides pickup for 

• File selection (similar to IMAGEFIELD) 
• Date values 
• Color values 

 
(See an example in chapter 9.3 on page 39) 
 
 

2.4.5 Forms and Fieldset 
 
A form is similar to a fieldset and defines a set of input fields (  2.4.1,  2.4.2) that are 
treatened as a unit in the program. Field values can be handled using the fieldset element as 
well as most other important field functions. This makes the program code more flexible and 
clear. 
 
 

2.4.6 Tabbed Form 
 
In some cases, where too many fields are used they can be structured into several fieldsets 
(  2.4.5) and those fieldsets are displayed one by one using a selection menu to switch 
between the fields. In a client / server or CGI application this means, that each change 
between the tabs of the overall input element requires programming code to get out the 
current input values, save them temporary, bring out a new form with restored values, and so 
on. This is done and covered in the E4S framework, so in the program code the several fields 
can be treatened as a “big” fieldset, independent of the current layout. 
 
The data dictionary implementation is a good example for a tabbed input field: many fields, 
including some array representations for column or index definitions, are combined to a 
tabbed input field: 
 

 
This is the first tab active, the second tab  and the third one. 
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The transaction is not finished after switching between the tabs, it is explicit finished after 
clicking the save button, which then causes all fields to validate themselves and display 
proper error messages in the field area but also indicate errors on top of the tab selection to 
inform the user about. 
 
See another example at  9.4 on page 40 
 

2.4.7 Grids 
 
The grid element allows to build a “virtual matrix” which is structured in pages vertically and 
horizontally and allows the user to scroll throught while editing data. 
 

 
 

 
2.5 Messages and Error Handling 
 

If an error occurs, it will be 
logged to a file and displayed on 
the screen, including 
information about the line 
number etc.. based on the 
standard Java error display but 
with a reference to the E4S 
alias code. 

 
Also some standard functions for message handling and question handling are available, 
including standard icons for: 

• Error 
• Warning 
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• Information 
• Question 

 
 
2.6 CSS 
 

Building your
program,
assigning

CLASS-names
to HTML elements

Run your
program
online

Turn on the
"edit styles"
capability at

runtime online

Edit your
styles

storing them
into .css

file

Have your
application
layouted

 
Most HTML Elements in E4S can have a CSS class-name assigned. 
 
e4s.html.style.STYLE_Name Complete name of the style as it appears in the .CSS file. 

e.g. TABLE.MYCLASS 
e4s.html.style.CLASS_Name Class name as it is used in the HTML Tag, 

e.g. <TABLE CLASS=”MYCLASS”> 
d2s.tutorial.Example_CSS_01 Tutorial example 
 
 

 

This is the output of the 
application, at this point .CSS 
are assigned but not defined. 
 
At runtime, you (or your 
layout designer) has to turn 
on the “Edit CSS feature” for 
the page or for the frame, 
which involkes small symbols 
for popup editing. 

  

 

After clicking the CSS icon, a 
list with all defined CSS 
definition within the current 
running frame or page comes 
up. In this view, the class 
names are extended to the 
HTML tags they are used in. 
Unless you do not specify 
differently in your application, 
class names are inheritated 
top down. 
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Simple select one line and 
edit the css attributes using 
the css editor. 

  

 

After saving and writing the 
css contents, you can see 
the results immediately by 
refreshing the page. 
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3 Database I/O 
 
3.1 Overview / JDBC Model 
 
Database access works throught different layer, but each layer is built up on the previous 
layer and they can be combined in your application. Of course, some of those elements can 
also be combined in your own classes depending on the class architecture you prefer or your 
application does require. 
 

whole editing functionality 
generated table access classes, client distinction 

dbSelect / dbModify 
JDBC 

RDBMS / SQL 
 
Layer / 
Functionality 

Description Benefits Risk /  
Disadvantage 

JDBC Build your SQL query string, 
and use Statement or 
ResultSet classes 

Common used and known, 
every SQL statement can be 
built up, required for more 
complex statements 

Incorrect syntax in the 
statement, wrong table or 
column name causes 
errors. Date datatype still 
tricky sometimes in 
JDBC. Problems using 
single quotes in strings. 

e4s.db.dbSelect 
e4s.db.dbModify 

More class covered 
functionality rather than pure 
JDBC.  

Supports incremental counters 
on application level, includes 
SQL performance tracing, 
covers most but not all of the 
95% common used statements 
in commercial applications. 
Some encapsulating 
procedures. Class based 
handling of all datatypes (long, 
java.util.Date, ..). 

Wrong table or column 
names still can cause 
errors. Can only be used 
for SELECT, INSERT, 
UPDATE or DELETE 
statements. Datatypes 
restricted to somewhat 
common used datatypes 
in commercial 
applications (int, float, 
String, ..) 

Generated classes 
for database tables 
( 3.2.3) 

When the internal data 
dictionary will be used for 
modifying the underlaying data 
source, then optionally two 
access classes for that table 
will be generated (reading, 
writing). 

Invalid table or column names 
errors are avoided. When 
additionall user defined data 
types ( 3.2.2) are used, type 
save programming can be 
increased. Supports reference 
table joins at runtime (delete, 
check before delete, ..).  
 
Supports mandant distinction 
on this level and special field 
treatments (e.g. Image-Fields) 

 

Complete data 
input procedure 

Display table contents, support 
sorting, searching and editing 
of data ( 2.3.2). 

The fast and easy way to let 
users enter data into your 
database. 

Limited to 1 table (at the 
moment, cannot build up 
master detail relations 
automatically). 

 
E4S uses one or many database connections, so there always must be a default database 
connection defined in the application’s property file. When a database table will be accessed, 
it uses this default connection unless different is specified. 
 
In combination with the connection, there are two possibilities: 

• Transactional connections (on request) 
• Non Transactional connections (default) 
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3.2 Data Dictionary 
 

The information of the 
E4S datadictionary is 
overlayed to the real 
data dictionary.  
 
Definitions are stored 
in XML structures 
outside the database.  
 
Modifications will 
automatically be 
synchronized to the 
real datadictionary of 
the DBMS. 

 
 

3.2.1 SQL Tool  
 
See chapter 5.5 (SQL Interface) 
 
 

3.2.2 Datatype definitions 
 
One common problem in software development we want to address with this functionality is 
that in case you use a JDBC based access to the database, most datafields are somewhat 
character or numeric fields, but beside the column name there is no deeper meaning and 
interpretation transparent to the application. Generated database access classes address 
this, but also leave some areas for potentional errors. 
 
Let’s assume, we have two tables: 
 
A table stock which includes partnumber and 
designation and a table price which includes 
partnumber, price and currency symbol. 

 
  
The column partnumber is used in both tables. 
 
We could use (build or generate somehow) simple classes to access those data elements: 
 
public class STOCK 
{ 
   public String m_PARTNUMBER; 
   public String m_DESIGNATION; 
 
   public String getPARTNUMBER() 
   { 
      return m_PARTNUMBER; 
   } 
 
   public void setPARTNUMBER( String p ) 
   { 
      m_PARTNUMBER = p; 
   } 
 
   public String getDESIGNATION() 
   { 

public class PRICE 
{ 
   public String m_PARTNUMBER; 
   public String m_CURRENCY; 
   public float  m_PRICE; 
 
   public String getPARTNUMBER() 
   { 
      return m_PARTNUMBER; 
   } 
 
   public void setPARTNUMBER( String p ) 
   { 
      m_PARTNUMBER = p; 
   } 
 
   // t.b.c. … 
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      return m_DESIGNATION; 
   } 
 
   public void setDESIGNATION( String d ) 
   { 
      m_DESIGNATION = d; 
   } 
} 

} 

 
On the first view, this gives you security. But there is a bad chance to mix up things: 
 
String designation = “Laser Printer”; 
String partnumber = “10001”; 
 
STOCK stock = new STOCK(); 
stock.setDESIGNATION(partnumber);  // wrong !! 
stock.setPARTNUMBER(designation);  // wrong !! 

 
In real world, things become more complicated rather than this example.  
 
The concept of E4S 
defines meaningful 
datatypes, e.g. you can 
create a class called 
“PARTNUMBER” which 
is of type String and 
has a defined length. 
 
E4S now creates a 
Java source 
(PARTNUMBER.java) 
file which can be 
included into your 
project for the datatype 
PARTNUMBER  

 
public class STOCK 
{ 
   public PARTNUMBER m_PARTNUMBER; 
   public String     m_DESIGNATION; 
 
   public PARTNUMBER getPARTNUMBER() 
   { 
      return m_PARTNUMBER; 
   } 
 
   public void setPARTNUMBER(PARTNUMBER p ) 
   { 
      m_PARTNUMBER = p; 
   } 
 
   public String getDESIGNATION() 
   { 
      return m_DESIGNATION; 
   } 
 
   public void setDESIGNATION( String d ) 
   { 
      m_DESIGNATION = d; 
   } 
} 

Now this new datatype can be used in 
your data dictionary table definitions, and 
wherever a partnumber is required, the 
interface takes care about the datatype 
and avoids assignment of simple 
datatypes such as String or other defined 
datatypes.  
 
At this point, you can ensure that your 
database schema is consistent with your 
application’s code as  long as you do all 
changes using the E4S datadictionary 
and re-compile your sourcecode 
afterwards. 
 

 
 
Benefits from this scenario: 
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• Database schema is consistent with application code 
• Database integrity matches (same datatype and fieldlength ensured when column is 

used in different tables) 
• Referential integrity checks become easier and possible 
• Referential delete become easier and possible 
• Changing of index-key elements is possible over a database in some automated 

ways 
• Violation of field length detected on value assignment early and not on database 

insert latley. 
 
There are some RDBMS systems which can deal with named datatypes, but almost SQL 
based standards do not support this. It also raises up compatibility issues and more important 
we think, that this type declaration is the bridge between the RDBMS and the application and 
therefore definition makes sense in the E4S environment. 
 
 

3.2.3 Table definitions 
 
The integrated data dictionary allows you to create database tables that are originally stored 
in the DBMS but are also transparent to your Java application by automatically generated 
Java class files. 
 
There are two basic, general classes for database access which are likely the rudimentary 
JDBC standards: 
 
e4s.db.dbSelect Read access to database tables (SQL Select, Metaschema) 
e4s.db.dbModify Write access to database tables (SQL-Insert, SQL-Update)  
 
Based on this classes, you can define tables which result into two generated classes inherited 
one of dbSelect and one of dbModify. Additionaly, some data encapsulating class will be 
generated. 
 

Define the database table. On 
definition, you can specify if a 
Java class shall be generated 
and if client distinction shall be 
used.  
 
Client distinction means, that 
each data row becomes 
appended a client identification 
which will also be part of any 
index. Each access, reading or 
writing, takes automatic care to 
handle the client associated 
with the user logged in. 
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Define the columns (fields) of 
the table. At this point, you can 
use the pre-defined meaningful 
datatypes (  3.2.2). You also 
can define fields based on 
some simple datatypes: 

• STRING (< 256 chars) 
• TEXT 
• INTEGER 
• TEXT 
• DATE 
• BOOLEAN 

Finally, you can add or modify 
your index definitions. 

 
3.2.3.1 Datatypes 

 
Due to compatibility reasons, we keep this very simple. This simlicism also can help to avoid 
failures and speed up development. 
 
Datatypes 
Basic Datatypes • STRING String  (<= 255 chars) 

• TEXT   String  (larger text objects) 
• INTEGER  long  
• DATE   java.util.Date  
• FLOAT  float 
• BOOLEAN  boolean  

Built-In Special 
Datatypes 

• Language – a two character ISO language code, will be 
treatened as language selection during input 

• CountryCode – a two character ISO country code, will be 
treatened as country selection during input 

Pre-Defined Datatypes Either STRING, INTEGER, FLOAT or DATE but depending on the 
current datatype definition made in the dictionary 

 
 

3.2.4 View Definitions 
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As a consequence of a data 
dictionary that allows the 
definition of tables and make 
them transparent to the 
application as Java objects, 
E4S also supports the 
definition of views. 
 

 
 
3.3 Client Distinction 
 
Client distinction is a useful feature when building applications that run in an application 
service business environment. 
 
In commercial, organizational and technical terms, a self-contained unit in a system with 
separate database records is called Client. 
 
Client distinction means, that each data row becomes 
appended a client identification which will also be part of any 
index. Each access, reading or writing, takes care to handle 
the client-ID associated with the user logged in. 
 
It becomes important, to know the client at runtime, so this 
involves some of the login and security issues within E4S. 
Together with some other information (user, language, 
dateformat, ..) this is covered in the so called application-
objects. 
 
e4s.application.applObject_Intf Information about the logged in user at runtime 
e4s.application.applObject This or an similar object must be created and registered to 

E4S for each new session, usually this will be done by the 
E4S login functionmodule. 
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4 Servlet Environment 
 
4.1 Environment 
 

 
 
The application itself runs as servlet, based on an application server like Tomcat 5. Beside, 
Java 1.1.4 is required and a JDBC compatible database as well as a JDBC driver for that 
database. 
 
Supported browser: 

• Internet Explorer 
• Mozilla (upon request) 
• Firefox (upon request) 

 
The user interface is intended to be run in the browser completely.  
 
Integration scenarios: 
 

 
Currently available, the E4S runs 
within the Tomcat environment. 

For test and evaluation available 
upon request, E4S runs on a small 
and simple http server intergrated, 
intended to be used on mobile 
devices. 
 

Available upon request: E4S 
integrates functionality from the 
SAP® ME to interchange data from 
or to R/3. 

available not available yet not available yet 
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4.2 Servlet Calls 
 

4.2.1 General CGI Concept 
 
The basic idea of internet’s CGI interface is, that there is a form displayed local in the 
browser, the user enteres some data and presses the “Send” button. The browser builds a 
string in the CGI syntax appending all input parameters together separated by the “&” 
character and then redirects the page to a Servlet (either using the POST or GET method). 
The servlet (or PHP, JSP, etc..) retrieves the values out of that string. Now the question is: is 
there one big servlet (or module) or are there several small, distinct, modules – each 
supporting a particular functionality.  
 
 

4.2.2 Method-Reflection Architecture / Alias-Coding 
 
The architecture of E4S is based on one servlet module per application, and the sub-modules 
with their functionality are addressed by the so called “alias” code. Each alias-code is a 
unique integer number. But the programmer does not have to take care about those alias 
codes, he can structure his/her application in one or several, inheritated or not, Java class 
files. Each one of those class files has one or more functions implemented, that are 
responsible for a particular functionality of the application. The only point is, that each module 
must be registered one time to E4S and there must be a static member variable for each 
function used. Those member variables must be of type e4s.html.MethodReflection and are 
initialised by a value of null. E4S now takes care of these variables, and assigns the alias-
code automatically to them. Now furthermore in application development, never there is a 
stage where a String or name is used for reference that is not known to the compiler at 
compile time. Compare this with other client / server concepts, and you will see that there is a 
risk of name mismatches or workarounds where JSP pages need to be compiled by the 
application server (not the development compiler) very late in the development and testing 
process. E4S moves this issues to the compile time. 
 

4.2.2.1 Example 
 
This might be an example for a 
<A> reference you want to 
provide to the user. The user 
shall get the possibility to click 
on the words “Click here” on 
his browser’s screen and when 
that happenes, control shall be 
returned back to your servlet, 
function functionTwo.  
 
We assume, that functionTwo 
becomes associated with alias-
code 100 for example. 
 

package yourpackage; 
 
import e4s.html.*; 
import e4s.servlet.*; 
 
public class YourClass extends moduleImplementation 
{ 
   public static MethodReflection functionOne = null; 
   public static MethodReflection functionTwo = null; 
 
   public void functionOne( HTML html ) 
   {  
      html.A(functionTwo).I().print(“Click here”); 
   }  
 
   public void functionTwo( HTML html ) 
   {  
      html.print(“You have clicked”); 
   }  
} 
 

The HTML content created 
looks like: 

<HTML> 
 <A HREF=”http://server/servletzone/servlet?ALIAS=100”> 
 <I>Click here</I> 
 </A> 
</HTML>  
 

When the user clicks on the string, the servlet is called and will extract the alias code 100 and 
translate it to the module and function. Control is returned to your application again. 
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If you would make an mistake, for example writing functionThree instead of 
functionTwo, you get an error message immediately at compile time. 
 
If function and variable do not match, this will be detected at runtime very early, there is no 
need to test the whole application and run over the function references. This is similar to what 
is happening in JSP environments, but much faster so the development / test cycle will be 
shorter. 
 
Because Java does not support procedural data types (e.g. like Modula II or some other 
programming languages do), and even the reflection classes in Java would not support 
procedural references except String conversions or comparisons, E4S uses this “trick” to 
make function calls visible to the compiler. 
 
 
4.3 Statistics  
 
Beside, as each function is known to E4S it can simultaneously write statistics about 
performance: 

• time spent in your application code 
• time required for transferring the HTML output 
• number of bytes created and transferring to the HTML output 
• number of calls for each functions 
• single, total and average values for 

 
By multiplying the number of calls with the time or size markers, you can start optimising your 
application wherever necessary (optimisation does not need to be started on the slowest 
function or largest output, it shall be focused on the maximum multiplication result, for 
example a long function does not bring your application under critical performance pressure 
when it is called only a few time, but a function called very often might bring you in trouble 
even when the average time is not as hight). 
 

 

Method-Reflection 
statistics at runtime, 
can be sorted 
individually by each 
column. Bring the 
“Total ms” column into 
a descending sort 
order, and you see 
where your application 
spends most of the 
time. 
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5 Application Template 
 
5.1 AEP 
 
AEP stands for Application Exit Point. There is some pre-built functionality within E4S, e.g. 
the editing of a Client or a Company. Exactly in this moment, you might have the requirement 
to change something. This can be done using the AEP’s which hooks you in on important 
insert or delete sequences as well as before changing the behaviour and look of input forms. 
E4S includes several AEP which are more or less Java interface definition plus some 
registration stuff. 
 
 
5.2 Login 
 

 

The login always stands on 
start of your application. It is 
required to identify the user 
and set permissions. The 
execution of each function in 
your application 
automatically requires a login 
first – unless you specify to 
bypass it. 
 
 

 
 
5.3 Company & User editing 
 

 

You can define different 
groups in your project.  
 
Permissions can be defined 
on group level. 
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Define one or more 
companies. Each company 
requires a unique 
identification within the client 
for login.  
 
Each company will be 
assigned to one group. 
 
Permissions can be defined 
on company level also. 
 

 

Define one or more users per 
company. Each user requires 
a unique login within the 
Client  Company structure. 
 
Permissions can be defined 
on user level also. 

 

See chapter 7.1 for 
informations about 
permissions. 

 
 
5.4 Client editing 
 
As applications based on the E4S are client distinctive, functionality to edit those clients is 
included. This also includes a primary quick-start module which enables the creation of a 
client, an administrative company and user at one task including to grant all permissions (or 
you wont’t be able to start the application without fingering SQL commands in your database). 
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5.5 SQL Interface 
 
 
 

 

For security reasons, you 
can turn off or password 
protect additionally this 
feature. 
 
For support and maintanance 
reasons: the database of an 
E4S application (which is 
intended to run on a server 
somewhere maybe by a 
database not familary with) 
can be totally accessed 
remote via the http:// protocol 
using an integrated SQL tool. 
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6 Localization (Software Translation) 
 
6.1 Concept 
 
The concept of localized (human language translated) program code works as follows:  
 

Building your
program, using

 labels and
text in any

human
language

Run your
program
online

Turn on the
"edit translation"

capability at
runtime online

Edit your
translations
storing them

into the
database

Have your
application
localized

 
1. When creating an application, choose any language as your desired application 

language. This language mus be defined explicit in e4s.application.Language, for 
example you could choose english or german as your programming tongue. 
 

2. Write your program code, when you use labels or text strings that are intended to be 
translated, such as labels for input fields or menuitems, then make use of the 
programming tongue above. E4S will automatically treat those Strings as 
e4s.translate.LabelApp elements. In some cases you require explicit definition of 
translations, use  
 
LabelApp translation = new LabelApp("Hello World"); 
 
If your intend to print out a text, do not use the 
e4s.html.HtmlContentElement.print(String) function, instead use 
e4s.html.HtmlContentElement.translate(String).  
In some cases, where you don't need translation for certain text elements, you can 
avoid this by using the e4s.translate.LabelNone class when e.g. assigning a label to 
some input field. 
 

3. Run your application, choose the user language and test it. Everytime a new 
translation will be required at runtime, it will be inserted into database table 
e4s.systabledef.T_D2S_TRANS_APP_Sel. 
 

4.1 You also could turn on translation editing. This means, that at runtime for each 
e4s.html.HTML element downwards to all nested elements of that page, translations 
will be collected in an internally used Vector (e4s.translate.d2sTranslationsVec) and 
when you click the editing symbol an interactive window will be shown enabling you to 
edit translations only used in this FRAME or HTML context: 

 
4.2 In the application menu, choose the menu item "Translations" and you can edit 

translations in the database table e4s.systabledef.T_D2S_TRANS_APP_Sel directly: 
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5. When a user runs your program in another language (e4s.application.Language), then 

translations will be taken out of the database table 
e4s.systabledef.T_D2S_TRANS_APP_Sel and displayed, if no translations is defined 
for a particular text then the original text will be displayed enclosed in [ ] to indicate 
that a translation is missing. 
 

 
Step 1 to 2: required to be done by the application developer (programmer) 
Step 3 to 5: can be done by some testing staff 
  
 
6.2 Different types of translations 
 
Whenever an element of interface e4s.translate.Label_Intf is required, you can use one of:  
 
e4s.translate.LabelNone When no translations is required, that means that the source 

and translation strings shall be equals 
e4s.translate.LabelApp In application development. 

Recommended 
e4s.translate.LabelSys In development of core E4S 

system functions. 
Not recommended 

When translations are 
requred, that means that 
source and translation strings 
are differnt. 

 
When writing an application, you should not worry too much about as most functions of E4S 
automatically convert your Strings to e4s.translate.LabelApp to register them for the 
translation mechanism.  
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6.3 How to involke translations 
 
Examples: 
 
 // create a translation object and pass it to the print or println functions 
 html.print(new LabelApp("Hello World")); 
 
 // use the predefined functions to create translation objects 
 html.print(LabelApp("Hello World")); 
 
 // use the explicit translate(String) function similar to print(String) 
 html.translate("Hello World"); 
 
 // use a variable 
 String name = "Robert"; 
 LabelApp errormessage = new LabelApp("For user # this function is restricted",name); 
 html.BODY().print(errormessage); 
 
 // create a message that becomes translated 
 html.Message(Message.ERROR_DATA,"There is an error!"); 
  
 // create an input field that automatically becomes translated 
 FIEDSET fieldset = html.FIELDSET(); 
 fieldset.TEXTFIELD(new InputFieldName("TEST"),"Hello World",20); 
 
 // this text will not become translated: 
 html.print("Hello World"); 
 
 // this text will explicit not become translated: 
 FIEDSET fieldset = html.FIELDSET(); 
 fieldset.TEXTFIELD(new InputFieldName("TEST"),new LabelNone("Hello World"),20); 
 
 
6.4 Parameters in translations 
 
Translation is sometimes an easy translation of a word or a short sentance, e.g. "Enter your 
name here". But sometimes you want to use Strings for output that are combined out of 
translation environment including actual program environment, e.g. "Good morning Robert 
Siegel, please select your option". In this case, the String "Good morning" and ", please select 
your option" needs to be translated. In principal, you could write:  
 
     String username = "Robert Siegel"; 
   html.translate("Good morning "); 
   html.print(username); 
   html.print(", please select your option"); 
 
But this is some overhead of code, it results in two Strings beeing translated without any 
logical relationship. But the biggest disadvantage is, that in some languages the sentence 
could be split up in a different way.  
 
To avoid this, you can use the parameters provided in the constructor of 
e4s.translate.LabelApp:  
 
   String username = "Robert Siegel"; 
   html.print(new LabelApp("Good morning #, please select your option",username)); 
 
6.5 Integration of external translation services 
 
When the following parameters are provided in your systems .ini file (e4s.d2sSettings), an 
external program can be included.  
 
Parameter Description Example 
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Parameter Description Example 
TRANSLATION.URL The URL for your 

translation program, 
including "tags" that will be 
replaced during runtime. 
<SLAN> stands for the 
source language code 
(e4s.application.Language)
<DLAN> stands for the 
destination language code 
(e4s.application.Language)
<TEXT> stands for the 
source text, this is the text 
to be translated. 

http://babelfish.altavista.com/tr? 
doit=done 
&intl=1 
&lp=<SLAN>_<DLAN> 
&tt=urltext 
&trtext=<TEXT> 

TRANSLATION.PREFIX The result is somewhere 
included in a XML or 
HTML output String. You 
must define the sequence 
exactly as it appears 
before the result String.. 

<td bgcolor=white class=s> 
<div style=padding:10px;> 

TRANSLATION.POSTFIX ..and after the result String: </div></td> 

TRANSLATION.CREDITS Include a .gif or .jpg file for 
credits of the translation 
service. Many free 
services require this by 
their license conditions. 

http://us.i1.yimg.com/us.yimg.com 
/i/us/av/i/bf/systran-big-
logo2.gif 

 
The parameters in the url string will be replaced, according current values at runtime. Then it 
is expected, that the service will return a HTML page and the translation result is somewhere 
embedded in that HTML output and can be identified unique.  
 
See also e4s.translate.externalTranslation  
 
Please note, that you might require some license agreement for the translation services embedded! This is not part of 
E4S, and it depends on the tool and license you require.  
 
 
6.6 How to turn on translation editing 
 
Use function sessionCanEditTranslations in e4s.servlet.servletImplementation_Intf, see 
module e4s.application.sysmodule.moduleControlCenter.  
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7 Utility Functionality 
 
7.1 Permissions 
 

 Client  Groups Company  User 
        
Login:        
        
Permission:  granted     
  denied     
   granted   
   denied   
    granted 
 

 

 

delegated 

 
delegated 

 denied 
 
A user is identified by the login using the Client, the Company-ID and the User-Login. A 
password is required. 
 
A permission can be granted, denied or delegated which means that a decision will be made 
on the next level. The levels in their order of hirarchy are Group  Company  Users. 
 

 

Permission editing on group 
level. 
 
The symbols indicates grant 
( ) or deny ( ). In the case 
of a delegation (?) the 
decision will be made on 
company level which looks 
similar to this picture. 

 

Permission report on client 
level. 
 
Lists all companies and their 
related users, shows a list of 
permissions and – if so – the 
level it was granted. 

 
There are system permissions integrated in E4S, but furthermore it is possible to define own 
permissions for your application and „register“ them to the E4S environment. Those self 
registered permissions can be assigned to Groups, Companies or Users using the above 
mechanism. 
 
Some elements such as menus also support to pass a permission as parameter. 
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The program 
code to use a 
permission 
looks like:  
 
To decide in your 
program, if a user is 
allowed to execute 
a particular 
functionality, make 
use of the canDo() 
function which is 
supported by the 
application object. 
 
 
 

// declaration of the permission 
public static Permission PERM_DELETE = new Permission("DELETE_XY"); 
 
// initialization should be called one time on startup 
public static void init() 
{ 
   // one-time: register the permission to E4S 
   applPermission.addPermission(PERM_DELETE,"Allowed to delete XY"); 
} 
 
// a function which is called several times by several users 
public void deleteSomething( HTML html ) 
{ 
   if (canDo(PERM_DELETE)) 
   { 
      // execute delete here 
   } 
   else 
   { 
      html.Message(Message.ERROR,"No permission!"); 
   } 
} 
   

 
 
7.2 Value definitions 
 
For an application it makes sense to define values intended for settings on different levels: 
 
Level Description Example Stored 
Application Values that are equal for all users 

using this application.  
Typically base settings such as the 
mail server used, database 
connection, system path,  .. 

Properties file 

Client  
 3.3 

Values that are equal for all users 
belonging to the same client 
(mandant). Client – not application 
– related data 

Layout issues, company logo, the 
support hotline,. 

Database table 

Company Value dedicated to a particular 
company 

A commercial condition Database table 

User Value dedicated to a particular 
user. 

Last search value used yesterday, 
preferred date and time format, ... 

Database table 

Session Internal possibility to hold a value 
over different Servlet calls for the 
current logged in user. 

All kinds of internal elements, e.g. 
a tree once read out of the 
database and now held for each 
user seperatly to avoid re-reading 
each time. 

Application server 
level (eg Tomcat) in 
Memory – non 
persistent 

 
Values on application level 
(stored in the property file) 
can be edited using a 
graphical interface. Values 
can be nested, very similar 
to Environment variables in 
most operating systems. 
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Some values have pre-
defined values to avoid 
invalid values. 

 
 
7.3 eMail Support (sending) 
 
E4S supports eMail sending which includes: 

• Send mails in Plain-Text 
• Send mails in HTML formatted style (using some of the HTML elements) 
• Send mails using attachments (Multi-Part) 

 
Optionally, sent mails can be stored in a database table to retrieve them later. 
 
 
7.4 Debugging 
 
TRACE 
 
In server environments, it is difficult to debug an application. So we focus to support a high 
quality TRACE mechanism, which is basically simply a System.out.println(..) but also includes 
the Java module and the line number which makes it very easy for the developer to 
understand what the program is going to do. Simply use TRACE(Object) in your program 
code. 
 
DEBUG 
 
You can retrieve session objects at runtime using the http:// interface 
 
SQL 
 
You can explicit turn on logging (reading, writing or both), so your SQL statements will be 
stored in an ASCII log file including their time consumption. The ASCII file is Excel CSV 
compatible to enable some kind of reporting. They also can be used as a backup/journal 
mechanism to rebuild database integrity after database losses. 
 
Performance 
 
E4S tracks time and size of output for each application function to make bottle-necks more 
transparent. 
 
Users 
 
Get a list of users logged into the system at runtime. 
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8 Documentation 
 
8.1 Tutorial 
 
E4S is shipped including a tutorial, all classes can be executed and sourcefile is available. 
Included in the javadoc, you will find some links to the tutorial code for a rapid access. 
 

 
 
 
8.2 Documentation 
 
E4S is documented in the javadoc standard, the tutorial is also included in the documentation. 
 
See http://www.door2solution.at/d2s.lib/javadoc 
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9 Application examples 
 
9.1 Rental Agency software solution 
 
The door2rental software application is a complete web enabled service to run the rental 
agency’s business. 
 

Calendar view including automatic calculated holidays 
for AT, DE and CH.  
 

Administrator’s view in book-mode details, using CSS 
based custom template for the layout. 

Article definition, using the upload mechanism of E4S to 
assign images to articles. 
 

Article references in administration mode using tree in 
left frame, a table including multiple-state buttons. 

  
An assignment table using 90° rotated text (IE only) 
 

Definition of textblock, using standard database I/O 
functionality – no programming required at this point 
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9.2 Translation service application 
 
The door2translation application is a stand alone web service which provides translation 
support for technical authors.  
 

Element list on left side, based on search query. Simple 
editing form on right side. Using tabbed-menu elements 
on top of page. 
 

Interactive definition of manual break using Java-Script. 

Combination of Tree element (left side), a table-listing 
(middle) and some input form. 
 

Statistical representation of some data. 

  
Process overview and guideline – using simple HTML 
elements only. 
 

Excel (CSV) integration example. 
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9.3 Wine cellar application 
 
Well, this maybe is more the kind of a non commercial application.  
 

  
Main entry into the application – using simple HTML 
elements only. 
 

Sub-menu – using simple HTML elements only. 

  
Link definition – using a tree and some simple HTML 
elements. 
 

Wine-maker definition, using standard database I/O 
functionality – no programming required at this point 

  
Definition of a search query – using a simple FORM 
element. 

Wine definition, using extended standard functionality 
and pickup’s for referential data query. 
 

 



 

 Description
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9.4 Registration procedure 
 
This example uses CSS definitions all made at runtime using E4S online CSS editing 
capabilities. 
 

  
Login (german) 
 

Login (switched to english) 

  
New user: page 1 from 4 New user: page 2 from 4 

 

  
New user: page 3 from 4 New user: page 4 from 4 (disclaimer information 

integrates HTML page) 
 

 
 



 

 Description
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9.5 Mobile application 
 
Upon request – E4S supports stand allone applications without Apache/Tomcat, but this 
product feature is not yet released. 
 

 
Welcome screen of the application, 
using simple HTML elements only. 

Selection of a room within a hospital. 
The tree, except filling it, is 
completely covered and handled by 
E4S internally. 

Food definition, using simple HTML 
elements 

 
Client definition, using simple HTML 
elements only. 

Definition of meals, using multiple-
state buttons for simple click 
behaviour. 

The tree element extended by 
application logics. 



 

 Description
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10 Legal Notice 
 
10.1 Copyright 
 
©2006 door2solution software gmbh, All Rights Reserved.  
 
E4S, ELEMENT4SOLUTION, DOOR2SOLUTION and others are trademarks or registered 
trademarks of door2solution software GmbH, Klosterneuburg / Austria, in the EU and/or other 
countries. 
 

Java and all Java-based marks are trademarks or registered trademarks of Sun 
Microsystems, Inc. in the U.S. and other countries. All other brand and product names may be 
trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. 
 
10.2 License agreement  

This License For Customer Use of ELEMENT4SOLUTION Software ("LICENSE") is the agreement which governs 
use of the software of door2solution software gmbh, Klosterneuburg / Austria, (D2S) downloadable herefrom, 
including computer software and associated printed materials ("SOFTWARE"). By downloading, installing, copying, 
or otherwise using the SOFTWARE, you agree to be bound by the terms of this LICENSE. If you do not agree to the 
terms of this LICENSE, do not download the SOFTWARE. 

a) DEFINITIONS: 

Customer: Customer means the entity or individual that downloads the SOFTWARE. 

b) COPYRIGHT: 

All title and copyrights in and to the SOFTWARE (including but not limited to all documentation, images,  text, and 
other information incorporated into the SOFTWARE), the accompanying printed materials, and any copies of the 
SOFTWARE, are owned by D2S, or its suppliers. The SOFTWARE is protected by copyright laws and international 
treaty provisions, as well as other intellectual property laws and treaties. Accordingly, Customer is required to treat 
the SOFTWARE like any other copyrighted material, except as otherwise allowed pursuant to this LICENSE and that 
it may make one copy of the SOFTWARE solely for backup or archive purposes. 

c) GRANT OF LICENSE: 

D2S hereby grants Customer the following non-exclusive, non-transferable right to use the SOFTWARE, with the 
following limitations: 

Customer may install and use one copy of the SOFTWARE on a single computer, and except for making one archive 
copy of SOFTWARE, may not otherwise copy the SOFTWARE. This LICENSE of SOFTWARE may not be shared or 
used concurrently on different computers. 

The SOFTWARE is licensed as a single product. Its component parts may not be separated for use on more than 
one computer, nor otherwise used separately from the other parts.  

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY AUTHORIZED IN LICENSE, CUSTOMER SHALL NOT: COPY, IN WHOLE OR IN PART, 
SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION; MODIFY THE SOFTWARE; REVERSE COMPILE OR REVERSE ASSEMBLE 
ALL OR ANY PORTION OF THE SOFTWARE; OR RENT, LEASE, DISTRIBUTE, SELL, OR CREATE DERIVATIVE 
WORKS OF THE SOFTWARE.  

Rental or Leasing of SOFWTARE is allowed explicit for applications that make use of Application Service Providing 
business models using SOFTWARE as a development tool for one or more applications running on one server. 

d) TERMINATION: 

This LICENSE will automatically terminate if Customer fails to comply with any of the terms and conditions hereof. In 
such event, Customer must destroy all copies of the SOFTWARE and all of its component parts. 
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If Customer commences or participates in any legal proceeding against D2S, then D2S may, in its sole discretion, 
suspend or terminate all license grants and any other rights provided under this LICENSE during the pendency of 
such legal proceedings.  

e) APPLICABLE LAW: 

This LICENSE shall be deemed to have been made in, and shall be construed pursuant to, the laws of the federal 
republic of Austria, EU.  The United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is 
specifically disclaimed. Valid court place is Handelsgericht Korneuburg in the federal republic of Austria, EU. 

f) DISCLAIMER: 

EXCEPT AS SPECIFIED IN THIS WARRANTY, ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED CONDITIONS, REPRESENTATIONS, 
AND WARRANTIES INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, 
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NONINFRINGEMENT OR ARISING FROM A COURSE OF DEALING, 
USAGE, OR TRADE PRACTICE, ARE HEREBY EXCLUDED TO THE EXTENT ALLOWED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  

IN NO EVENT WILL D2S OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOST PROFIT, REVENUE, OR DATA, OR 
FOR SPECIAL, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES HOWEVER CAUSED 
AND REGARDLESS OF THE THEORY OF LIABILITY ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE THE 
SOFTWARE EVEN IF D2S OR ITS SUPPLIERS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH 
DAMAGES. In no event shall D2S or its suppliers' liability to Customer, whether in contract, tort (including 
negligence), or otherwise, exceed the price paid by Customer. The foregoing limitations shall apply even if the above-
stated warranty fails of its essential purpose. SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW LIMITATION OR EXCLUSION OF 
LIABILITY FOR CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES.  

g) MISCELLANEOUS: 

If any provision of this LICENSE is inconsistent with, or cannot be fully enforced under, the law, such provision will be 
construed as limited to the extent necessary to be consistent with and fully enforceable under the law. This LICENSE 
is the final, complete and exclusive agreement between the parties relating to the subject matter hereof, and 
supersedes all prior or contemporaneous understandings and agreements relating to such subject matter, whether 
oral or written. This LICENSE may only be modified in writing signed by an authorized officer of D2S.  

 
 
10.3 Pricing information 
 
Please contact office@door2solution.at 
 
 
10.4 Contact 
 
office@door2solution.at 
+43 2243 21816 
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